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From Ugly Ducklings to Swan Tales: 

Innovative Storytelling for

Cervical Cancer Awareness Month"In the tapestry of awareness 
campaigns -including health 
literacy campaigns- comics are 
the 'Ugly Ducklings,' often 
overlooked by health experts.
But much like that 
misunderstood duckling 
blossomed into a majestic swan, 
comics surpass traditional 
methods in crafting compelling 
tales for cervical cancer 
awareness.”
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Educational System Constraints

• Lack of student engagement

• Memorization-based learning

• Insufficient focus on fostering curiosity

Solutions:

* Incorporate interactive methods
* Promote critical thinking
* Make science relevant and interesting



Insufficient Public Engagement and Science Comm.



Cultural Sensitivity in Science
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Simplification and Clarity from now on. 
Goodbye, Complexity and Jargon!



Cervix / Cervical



SciComics: Elements, Challenges, Success

What are the key elements for a 
successful scicomics? 

What challenges are

• Before 

• During, and 

• After making the books? 



Before

• engaging visuals,

• accurate information, 

• a compelling narrative, 
and 

• a balance between 
entertainment and 
education.



During

• simplifying complex concepts, 

• ensuring accuracy, and

• maintaining a captivating 
storyline
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During
• simplifying complex concepts, 

• ensuring accuracy, and

• maintaining a captivating 
storyline



After

• Hurdles in promoting 
and reaching the target 
audience.

• Essential for staying 
current with scientific 
advancements post-
release.



Addressing Myths
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Measuring outcomes

• “Overall, the majority of students (15 yo) agreed that the comics were 

• interesting (72%), fun (60%), 

• important (83%), and amusing (52%). 

• Nearly 90% said the comics were somewhat or very easy to understand.

• About 20% thought they were boring, and 

• about 10% found them confusing.

• A minority of students (7-16%) questioned the accuracy of the comics’ 
health and science information. 

• (89%) indicated that they might or would recommend comics to a friend,

• About 80% of students indicated that they would want to read more.”*

*Diamond ,J,et al. Developing Pandemic Comics for Youth Audiences. J STEM Outreach. 2021



Pros of Using Comics to Teach Science:

1.Visual Engagement: Comics use visuals to convey information, making 
scientific concepts more engaging and accessible to visual learners.

2.Storytelling: The narrative structure of comics can create a compelling 
storyline around scientific topics, enhancing understanding and retention.

3.Multimodal Learning: Combining text and visuals supports multimodal 
learning, catering to different learning styles and reinforcing understanding.

4.Accessibility: Comics can simplify complex scientific ideas, making them 
more accessible to a broader audience, including students with diverse 
learning abilities.

5.Memory Retention: The combination of images and text in comics can aid 
memory retention, helping students remember and recall scientific 
information more effectively.



Cons of Using Comics to Teach Science

1.Simplification: While simplification can aid understanding, it may also lead 
to oversimplification, potentially misrepresenting complex scientific 
concepts.

2.Limited Detail: Comics may not provide the depth of detail found in 
traditional science textbooks, potentially leaving out crucial information.

3.Perceived Lack of Rigor: Some educators and students may perceive 
comics as less rigorous or academic compared to traditional instructional 
materials.

4.Time Constraints: Integrating comics into science education may require 
additional time for both teachers and students, potentially impacting the 
coverage of the curriculum.

5.Resource Availability: Access to quality educational comics may be 
limited, and creating or obtaining suitable materials can be a challenge for 
educators.



Collaboration Opportunities

• potential collaboration between public health experts and comic creators. 

• cross-disciplinary efforts for impactful outcomes.
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Conclusion *key points

Comics utilize visuals to make scientific concepts engaging and 

accessible for visual learners.

The narrative structure of comics enhances understanding and 

retention of scientific topics through compelling storylines.

Comics simplify complex scientific ideas, ensuring accessibility for a 

diverse audience, including students with different learning abilities.

Comics may not interest everyone and should complement other 

communication channels,

We need to examine how the comics influenced youth understanding 

and interest in the vaccines, virology, and infectious disease.



Feel welcome to 
throw a question!



This comic series, 
created in collaboration with ZN Consulting Agency, 

received funding and oversight from DG SANTE 
within the European Commission in 2022-2023.
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